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Gun Guile
By GEOFFREY NORTH

A gangster with guts walks in on the Big Shot and opens his eyes to one of the most amazing situations ever
known to gangland.

AN WAYNE, alias Toledo Slim, stepped
out of the taxi in a tuxedo that seemed a
little too tight across the shoulders,

carrying a two-dollar candy box under his arm.
As he slid through the door of the Sunset Inn,

a muted trumpet was doing tricks with “The St.
Louis Blues.”

“Tango Pete” Verazzi, the lookout, sat tilted
back in a chair with hunched-up knees, a cigarette
dangling from the corner of his mouth. He talked
around it.

“Goin’ anywhere?”
“Inside,” said Wayne and handed him a card.
Verazzi glanced at it, thumbed it back, stared

at the candy box with contemptuous black eyes.
There was a veiled sneer in his tone:

“Friend of Miss Bradley’s, huh?”
Wayne turned to enter. Verazzi yanked him

back with a rough hand, snarling, “Just a minute!”
With quick fingers he felt at Wayne’s sides

for his rod. When Verazzi’s hand started to travel
to Wayne’s hip he felt steel at his navel.

“Put ‘em up!” said Wayne, prodding
Verazzi’s middle.

Verazzi’s hands reached high. He sensed that
curl at Wayne’s lip. It bore the mark of the killer,

Wayne shifted the candy box to under his gun
arm. His left hand worked fast, frisking Verazzi’s
wallet from an inside pocket and spreading it open
with thumb and finger. He glanced at the contents
and jabbed the purse in his pocket.

He backed up slowly, warning Verazzi, “Keep
reaching until I hit the pavement!”

Wayne slid out silently, leaped to the walk,
ran ten yards and dodged behind a signboard. Then
he saw Verazzi dash down the Inn steps and a
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streak of orange spat through the night from
Verazzi’s hand. The shot was in the opposite
direction from Wayne’s hideout.

Then Verazzi, his hand on the trigger, raced
on after the bullet.

Wayne heard the band inside going full blast
in accompaniment to Verazzi’s flying feet. He
straightened his tie, felt the two guns snug at his
hip, ran back, leaped up the steps, and entered the
dance floor of the Sunset Inn.

He gave a hasty look around, then, with the
box tight under his arm, threaded his way past
closely locked couples, past tables where dark-
skinned gunmen sat with blonde molls.

The drummer was tattooing a jazz step on the
cymbals as Wayne barged through the back door.

Whitey Tolsen plugged his big shoulders in
the doorway. “Back inside, you!” he commanded.

“Fay Bradley’s back there. I’ve a message for
her,” replied Wayne, and without waiting for an
answer, shoved his hand against Tolsen’s thick
chest.

Tolsen sprang after him, had his gun at
Wayne’s ribs. “You can’t go in there!”

Wayne’s left arm clamped on Tolsen’s gun
hand and Tolsen’s rod skidded along the floor.

A door lettered in black “Private” opened and
a slim, high-bosomed girl stared at Wayne with
wide eyes.

She was very beautiful. She was neither an
insipid, run-of-the-mine, dance hall blonde nor an
over-painted brunette; she was a dark, auburn-
haired tigress whose green eyes were rimmed with
long black lashes. Her low-cut black gown
revealed her flowing feline grace.

SHE nodded to Tolsen, who was picking up his
gun with glowering rancor. “It’s O.K., Whitey.
Friend o’ mine.”

Wayne went in, and she closed the door
behind them. They were alone. Two cigarette butts
were smoldering in an ash tray on the table. She
nodded towards an adjoining door. “Dugan and
Hartmann will be back soon. Tell me quickly!
What brings you here?”

“Back in the racket again, Fay!” Wayne flung
his Borsalino on a divan, put the candy box
carefully on a corner window ledge.

She went up close to him, her red lips a thin
line. “Listen, Dan, you promised me you were
through with this sort of thing!” Her white fingers
pressed the sleeve of his coat.

He laughed. “Had to be near you, kid, all the

time!”
“You know that’s not the reason,” she said.

“Can’t I believe you, Dan, after all you promised?
I can only swallow this gang because Dugan pays
me plenty to sing to those saps out there!”

They heard the sound of voices coming nearer
and of feet descending from the back stairs. Wayne
pressed her hand.

“This is the last job, Fay! It’s got to be done.
And I’m shootin’ the works this time.”

A short, broad-shouldered man with iron-gray
hair and hard blue eyes came in, followed by a
dour tall man with a bony face.

“Sure-thing” Dugan was a little too fat around
the middle but he had the broadest shoulders
Wayne had ever seen.

“Tight-lip” Hartmann recognized Wayne with
a lowering of his lead-colored eyes and a grunt.
Dugan clipped out the words, “Friend o’ yours,
Hartmann?”

“Seen him around,” Hartmann admitted the
acquaintance.

“What about this guy, Fay? How’d he edge in
here?” asked Dugan of the girl.

“He’s got a couple of new songs, and some
patter I want to learn for a new skit,” Fay lied.

Wayne stepped up to Dugan. “Patter I got,” he
said, “but it’s the patter of lead. I can dish it out!”

Dugan sized him up insolently from toe to
crown. “What’s the gag?”

“I want a shot at the big dough! All the time
and lots of it!”

Dugan sneered, “If you’re as tough as you
sound you ought to go over big in Chi.”

Wayne overlooked the sarcasm in Dugan’s
voice. “Thanks, Mr. Dugan. Then I’m one of the
mob!”

“Sure-thing” Dugan, proprietor of the Sunset
Inn, a racketeer who had his finger in every
extortionist ring in the Windy City, looked Wayne
square in the eye. Wayne answered that look
without a flicker. There was a curl at the angle of
Wayne’s mouth that denoted to Dugan the type of
follower he could use.

“Remember—”
“Wayne’s the name,” interrupted Wayne

placidly.
“Remember, Wayne,” emphasized Dugan

with a jab of his thumb after every word, “that I’m
the big fella here. And I get the lion’s share!”

Wayne smiled. “Sure. That’s O.K. And here’s
my entrance fee.”

Wayne fished Verazzi’s purse from his pocket
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and flipped it on the table. “My first job in Chi!
Look it over.”

There was trouble in Fay Bradley’s eyes as
she saw Dugan tumbling the contents of the purse
on the table.

There were a few singles, but most of it was
twenty- and fifty-dollar bills. Dugan counted out
eight hundred dollars, while Hartmann fingered the
purse, staring at it thoughtfully, then flashing a
look from under his eyes to Wayne who was sitting
alongside of Fay, lighting her cigarette.

Dugan weighed the money in his hand a
minute, thumbed back a fifty, and flipped it to the
girl, saying, “For you, Fay!” Then he peeled off the
single-dollar bills and the rest he jammed in his
pocket.

UGAN shoved the singles at Wayne.
Wayne got up, looked at the dollars

incredulously. “Ain’t you a little short, Dugan?”
He spread the bills apart fan-wise. “It’s fifty-fifty,
Dugan, and half of eight hundred don’t make
thirty-six bucks!”

“I’m cuttin’ the way I want, any time I want,”
said Dugan, “and you can take it or leave it!”

Wayne stood close to him, his face pale, flung
the money at Dugan’s eyes. “Why, you tin-horn
sport! I wanted to see if you really were the cheap
screw I’d heard you were!”

Before the flush had left the flustered Dugan’s
countenance, Wayne had slipped out the door,
giving the wink to Fay.

Dugan’s hand whipped back for his gun as the
door slammed.

Hartmann croaked, “Stow it, Dugan. Ain’t we
had enough trouble over that Quenton business?”

Fay Bradley’s laugh was part sneer: “I
suppose, ‘Sure-thing,’ if you were on a merry-go-
round you’d keep the brass ring in your pocket!”

Dugan swallowed the angry retort on his
tongue, went over to the divan, and sat next her.
Nodding to Hartmann to step closer, Dugan spoke
earnestly:

“Don’t you see, I’m in a spot? Ever since
Quenton got bumped off, the law has tightened up.
Plenty! I got double to grease now and it takes
more than double jack! And then I’ve got to have a
slush fund in case they try to tag the Quenton
business on us. Abe Krafft won’t step in on the
case less than ten grand.”

Their heads jerked up as they heard a rattling
on the door knob, and then a pair of wide shoulders
edged through.

The shoulders belonged to Whitey Tolsen,
and there was a gun at his back, urging him
forward. Dan Wayne shoved his rod at Tolsen’s
spine and sang out to them, “Visitor for you,
Dugan! Now, Whitey, you can collect from the
boss! He’s got four hundred of mine. And when he
hands it to you, we’ll all three be square!”

Wayne sprang back from Tolsen to a corner,
covered them all with his rod. “Keep your mitts
down and I’ll tell you something, Dugan. Your
mob’s holding out on you! I filched four hundred
from Tolsen. That’s four hundred you didn’t know
about from the looks on your face!”

Tolsen swallowed hard, his face a map of
conflicting emotions. Then he spoke to Dugan, his
face red, his eyes darting to Hartmann a second,
“That’s something I keeled over this morning,
Dugan. I wasn’t holdin’ out! I was going to tell.”

“That’s a damned lie!” snarled Dugan, his
eyes flickering for a second to Hartmann and then
back to Tolsen. “How long you been holding out,
Whitey?”

Whitey shook his head. “You got me wrong,
Dugan, you got—”

“I’m telling you,” broke in Wayne, “your
whole mob’s gone crooked on you!” He lowered
his gun, let it hang limp in his hand. “You’re
through, Dugan. They all hate you! Look at
Tolsen’s face—it’s a dead give-away. Ask
Hartmann right now how much dough is on him.
You don’t know!” Wayne laughed, “The guy who
tabbed you ‘Sure-thing’ was off his nut!”

As Dugan made a pass for his gun, Fay leaped
over to him, pulled back his arm, and then there
was the sound of feet running rapidly and the door
flew open and in stormed a dark-skinned fellow.

Verazzi had a gun in his hand and his finger
was on the trigger as he sighted Wayne in the
corner. Wayne ducked and a bullet pinged against
the wall over his head. A lithe body in a tuxedo
hurled itself at Verazzi’s knees and Wayne was
astride and wresting the rod from Verazzi’s hand.

“What the hell’s goin’ on here?” cried Dugan,
as Wayne lifted Verazzi up by his coat collar and
flung him in the corner.

ERAZZI was almost choking. He sputtered
something unintelligible at first and then

managed to blurt out, “This guy here sticks a rod
on me at the door, and gets away outside. Then he
slips back in while I’m chasin’ him the wrong—”

“Tell Dugan,” broke in Wayne softly, “how
much I touched you for?” He pointed to Verazzi’s
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purse which now lay empty on the table. “Tell
‘Sure-thing’ that there was eight hundred or so he
wasn’t wise to!”

Verazzi’s mouth stopped working. He
twiddled his fingers nervously. “That ain’t so
Dugan. Just a fifty of my own was in it—”

Dugan’s fist shot out and stopped Verazzi’s
explanation. The Italian reeled against the wall as
Dugan pulled a wad of bills from his pocket.
“There was over eight hundred in that purse. I
didn’t see those initials P. V. on it before. That’s
your purse, Verazzi, and you can’t lie that off.”

“It’s a frame!” exclaimed Verazzi. “That
dough was planted!”

Dugan spat at him contemptuously, then
turned to Hartmann, who stood glumly, his long
legs spread a little apart, his eyes narrowed,
waiting for Dugan to speak.

Fay Bradley edged herself close to Wayne.
With deft fingers Wayne slipped her the gun he’d
taken from Verazzi. She hid her gun hand back of
Wayne’s arm.

Tolsen and Verazzi edged against the wall,
watched Dugan facing Hartmann.

“And you, Hartmann—what have you got to
say?” asked Dugan.

Hartmann’s eyes didn’t waver. “You got
yours, Dugan, and I’m holdin’ on to mine!”

Wayne sneered at Tolsen and Verazzi. “You
boys seem to be gettin’ the gyp!”

Dugan whirled on Wayne. “I’ll fan you before
you bust up my mob! You get goin’. And you,
too—you two-timing wench!”

“Button your lip, Dugan!” admonished
Wayne, stepping forward and handing him the
candy box from the window ledge. “Here’s a
present for you!”

Dugan was too surprised not to accept the gift.
He took the box in his big hand, looked at it
questioningly, turning it over twice. “What’s this?”
he asked.

“A present for you, Dugan,” repeated Wayne,
“A present for you from Quenton’s pall bearers!”

Dugan’s fingers squashed the pasteboard box.
The words came rattling from his throat, “Quenton
was a son of a—”

His eyes bored into Wayne’s. There was a
curl at the corner of Wayne’s mouth. “Open it and
take a look at it!”

Verazzi and Tolsen’s eyes widened, and they
edged forward to look at the box. Fay stepped up
to Wayne’s side. Only Hartmann seemed
uninterested, made no step forward.

Dugan’s face was white, his breath coming
hard. He tore at the box with slow mechanical
fingers as he stared at Wayne. At last the cardboard
covering was littered on the floor. Dugan took the
contents from the box and held it up slowly to the
light. His eyes blinked at it:

It was a jacket in miniature size made entirely
of plugged nickels linked together.

It was the underworld insignia for a cheap guy
multiplied more than a hundredfold.

Dugan hurled the jacket at Wayne, his face
purpling.

HERE was the jingle of coins, mingled with a
low laugh from Tolsen. Verazzi emitted a

chuckle. Even Hartmann was smiling glumly. Fay
Bradley’s mellow contralto pealed out a scornful
laugh.

Dugan barked, “So you’re turning against me,
you white-livered rats! Well, I’m the toughest here,
yet, and don’t forget it! I can lick any man here
that wants to stand up to me!”

Wayne stepped up to him, plucked his coat,
“We’ll settle that soon enough,” he said, “but first
let’s talk of Quenton.”

Dugan shoved him off. “The hell with
Quenton! Are you ready to fight?” A string of
expletives followed the last remark.

Wayne’s lip curled. His eyes blazed. “It’s
Quenton I’ll talk of first,” he answered and turned
to the others. “Listen. It’s a short tale! Pat Quenton
was a straight guy. Though he was on the other
side of the fence from such as you or me, he talked
and acted square. And what he promised he lived
up to. There was no yellow to Quenton! Even
when he walked into a trap with five to one against
him, he played his string to the end. And he would
have fought his way out if you hadn’t plugged him
in the back, Mr. ‘Sure-thing’ Dugan! Plugged him
when he didn’t have a chance to fan you back.
With three other guns leveled at his eye. Sitting-in
he was, in a back room over in Rush Street—at
your invitation, Dugan!”

Dugan’s face was pale. He tugged at his shirt
collar. “No truth to that,” he mouthed. “Quenton
horned in where he wasn’t wanted.”

Wayne shoved Dugan’s gut with the flat of
his hand. “Quenton told me that before he died,”
said Wayne. “Told me it was a yellow mongrel
who answered to the name o’ Dugan that shot
him!”

There were green dots flickering in Wayne’s
gray eyes as he looked Dugan over from head to
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toe. Then he spat deliberately and squarely into
Dugan’s big face.

Fay Bradley gasped, clung to Wayne’s arm,
but he shoved her aside. The others edged forward,
watched Dugan’s face turn from white, to red, to
purple. The veins at his neck distended. He didn’t
say anything but took his gun slowly from his back
pocket, laid it on the table in front of him.

Wayne did the same with his rod.
Dugan’s breath came hard. “Now, come on,

you rat! I’m going to tear you apart with my bare
hands!”

Wayne stepped in close under Dugan’s right
guard. Suddenly a fist like a pile driver shot from
Dugan’s left side. The smack of bone on bone was
like a rifle shot. Wayne twirled on his heels,
staggering before he found support against the
table’s edge. Under the light the round spot on his
cheek bone took on a bluish cast.

He shook his head like a dog emerging from
water and then leaped across the table, his head
butting into Dugan’s midriff.

Dugan fell forward and his knees hit the floor.
Wayne was over him. They locked, exchanged
some vicious jabs at close quarters in a kneeling
position. Then Wayne’s feet tripped Dugan’s and
they fell.

Dugan fell on top, and his thick fingers were
feeling for a stranglehold at Wayne’s neck. Wayne
twisted, kicked, and squirmed, and suddenly
rolling back and upward on the back of his neck,
kicked clear of Dugan’s hold.

As Dugan scrambled to his feet, puffing hard,
Wayne leaped in, dodged, feinted with his right,
and shot over a left that found its mark on Dugan’s
nose.

Another left found the same mark, and Wayne
danced back a bit, but a wild uppercut clipped his
chin a glancing blow and put him off his guard.

Then Dugan rushed him and rained a series of
furious swings with both hands. Wayne blocked
some of them with his elbows, but one caught him
like a mallet blow behind the ear and, to keep
himself from falling, he clinched with Dugan.

UGAN’S big arm was squeezed around
Wayne’s throat. Dugan’s left hand began to

pick away at Wayne’s eyes. To keep from being
gouged, Wayne buried his head against Dugan’s
shoulder, then kicked viciously against his shin
bone.

Dugan’s hold broke and he stumbled back
with a cry of rage. Then throwing all caution to the

winds, he waded in and exchanged blows with
Wayne.

Wayne was too fast at this game, his left
continually finding the bloody nose of his
opponent.

Fay Bradley watched the combat with bated
breath, her hand on the gun Wayne had slipped
her, guarding for any sign of treachery on the part
of the other three watchers.

Hartmann was edging around to the corner of
the room near the door. Tolsen and Verazzi had
eyes only for their money that now lay snug in the
pockets of the combatants.

Dugan tried to clinch, but Wayne’s left stung
him off. Wayne’s hands were bloody now and
Dugan’s face was streaked with gore.

Dugan was tiring. Grunting and puffing he
tried to fall into another clinch. Then his leg
suddenly shot out. A heavy boot kicked Wayne’s
ribs like a battering ram. Wayne slipped to the
floor, and Dugan darted his hand to the gun on the
table.

Fire spat from Fay Bradley’s hand. The blood
spurted at Dugan’s wrist. He tottered, holding to
the table’s side and cursing. Wayne staggered up
on his feet, and then suddenly the light clicked off
and blackness covered that room.

Wayne felt Dugan’s arms around his neck.
Then a gun barked twice from the corner of a
room. He heard the sound of lead on metal, heard
another gun roar twice beside his ear, heard the
sound of smashing glass, felt Dugan’s big body
slipping slowly down, felt Dugan’s big hands
fumbling at his knees as he fell.

Dugan’s body fell to the floor with a thud.
There was a curse and a groan. Wayne heard the
sound of fist against flesh, heard a swish of skirts,
then slid down to the floor in a dizzy faint.

He came to at once, knew Fay was kneeling
by him, heard her whispering huskily, “Are you
hurt?” Felt something warm trickling from his own
arm, and then Whitey Tolsen was on him like a
panther, tearing at his back pocket.

Inside the dance hall could be heard a rising
murmur of shouts, and outside somewhere a
police-car siren was screaming.

There was the sound of hurrying feet, and
Wayne could hear a window being smashed. All
this time Tolsen was on him, hunting for the
money roll on Wayne’s person, Fay scratching like
a wild cat at Wayne’s assailant. Then there was the
sound of metal crashing against bone, and Wayne
felt Tolsen sagging above him; then heard his body
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thud to the floor.
Wayne’s head began to clear a bit. He got to

his knees, felt Fay’s knee against his side. He
crawled a bit to the light from the smashed
window. The rush of fresh air steadied him some.
His arm felt stiff. He thought the blood was
beginning to clot. Fay Bradley kept her hand on his
coat collar. “We’ve got to make it!” she urged.

Wayne tried to rise but could not. He crept.
Fay half dragged, half pushed him. Some one was
groaning in the corner. Wayne heard a body roll
over.

The rumble of the police cars sounded near.
There were shouts and the sound of a tumult
coming from inside the dance hall.

Wayne’s knees traveled on towards the
window exit. Fay had her arms about him and was
lifting him through the window when a bullet
whined past his ear. He heard the lead spatter itself
against a brick wall out in the alley.

He heard Dugan’s curse as some one pounded
on the private door to the back room. Another shot
ricocheted wildly above Wayne’s head.

OMEHOW, with Fay’s help, Wayne was in the
alley. It was a starless night, black as pitch. He

heard some one stumbling out the window and
staggering after them, but it was too dark for
Wayne to distinguish who it was.

Fay urged him forward with voice and hand.
They finally got to the curb at the end of the alley.
Something blacker than the night itself loomed
there.

It was Fay Bradley’s limousine, and she
managed to open the side door and tumble him in.
In her eagerness to get to the wheel, she forgot to
close the door.

Wayne sagged back limp on the cushions. He
thought crazily that somebody had crawled in and
flopped down beside him. Then the door slammed
shut and he dozed off into a feverish sleep.

With a rapid shift of gears, Fay catapulted the
car forward, turning the corner on two wheels,
skidding over the curb onto the sidewalk. Only by
dexterous wheel-play did she right the big car.

As she fed the gas, the jangle of a police car
back of her urged her to more speed. Her
speedometer marked forty, forty-five, then fifty!

But the clang of the bell did not cease behind
her. Fay raised her speed to fifty-five, and then as
she swerved the car around a corner, there was a
sickening squeal of brakes, a long terrible sideways
skid, and with a sudden jerk the car had smashed

into a tree that lined the curb.
The impact hurled Fay against the windshield

and back to one side of the seat. She was conscious
of glass falling like hail around her, then she knew
no more for a while.

In the meantime, Wayne awoke with a
choking feeling, felt thick fingers at his throat and
sensed something moving at terrific speed beneath
him.

His brain cleared. He knew Fay was speeding
at the wheel and he felt Dugan’s breath on his
cheek. Though his left arm was too stiff to move,
his right started an arc from the bottom of the car
and found its mark.

Wayne heard the sound of his fist on Dugan’s
jaw, heard Dugan hit the floor of the car, then
heard a screech of brakes, the scraping sound of a
skid that ended in a smash that stunned him into
unconsciousness.

Wayne woke up under the light in the middle
of the street with his arms around Dugan’s
shoulders. Dugan was opening his eyes as the
bluecoats bent down to them.

Wayne saw a jumble of cars at the cross
streets, saw men leaping out and running over to
the smash-up. Then he saw Fay Bradley being
helped out of the front seat.

She managed to walk a bit unsteadily, and
then, coming to entirely, darted to Wayne’s side
and knelt there a minute.

Some cops separated Wayne’s arm from
Dugan’s body.

Wayne was able to rise.
Some one raised Dugan, breathing hard and

glassy-eyed, to his feet.
Then Wayne heard the shot. Dugan swayed, a

hand clutching at his breast, then crumpled to the
curb at Wayne’s feet.

Through a panicky, milling crowd a bluecoat
was pushing a tall, dour man.

Wayne saw Hartmann in a policeman’s grip
being shoved toward Dugan’s body.

Fay Bradley clasped Wayne’s hand.
A cop bent down and listened at Dugan’s

heart, got up and shook his head. “He’s done for!”
Wayne recognized the officer that was leading

Hartmann toward him. He was a side-kick of
Quenton’s. A lieutenant. The police officer greeted
Wayne with an understanding nod, then pointed to
Hartmann.

“This guy ditched something in the sewer a
minute ago. Ever see this fellow before?”
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AYNE shook his head, “Entire stranger to
me, officer.” He pointed to Dugan, “But

there lies Quenton’s killer!”
The lieutenant looked at the dead man. A

flicker of a smile curled his jaw. He shooed away
the gaping mob, then shoved Hartmann away
roughly. “All right! Get going!”

Hartmann edged off, the ghost of a smile
tracing his lip, then stumbled against Dugan’s
body, quickly righted himself, and slouched away.

The lieutenant addressed the other cops.
“This fellow in the tuxedo’s O.K. I’ll vouch

for him. Friend of Quenton’s. And the girl’s with
him.” He pointed to the body :

“There’s your cop-killer!”

The police officer turned Dugan over with the
toe of his boot. Dugan’s arms lay with the palms
up. In the center of one of the dead man’s hands
rested a plugged nickel.

Wayne held Fay tightly. She looked sadly at
the wreck of her car. “Never mind, Fay, I’ll buy
you another.” He said, “With honest jack for a
change. Now that I made good my promise to bust
up Dugan’s outfit, I’m through.”

She squeezed his arm. He saw Hartmann
disappearing into the crowd, pointed him out to the
girl.

“Look Fay—there goes the big fella that’s
goin’ to dish it out in Chi. But it don’t mean a
thing to me now. Not a thing.”
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